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(54) ROOF CARRIER FOR VEHICLE

(57) A roof carrier for a vehicle is provided. The roof
carrier includes roof side tubes extendedly provided on
opposite sides of a vehicle body along a front-rear direc-
tion of the vehicle from opposite sides of a cowl in a front
side of the vehicle to opposite sides of a rear roof rail in
a rear side of the vehicle while providing a closed cross

section. The roof carrier further includes at least one mid-
dle roof rail extendedly provided along a transverse di-
rection of the vehicle to connect the roof side tubes on
opposite sides between the cowl and the rear roof rail
while providing a closed cross section.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a roof carrier
for a vehicle.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In the conventional monocoque vehicle body, a
large number of parts are combined with each other in a
complex structure to provide a roof, and the shape and
coupling structure of such parts are different for each
model of the vehicle.
[0003] Therefore, in order to construct a roof of a ve-
hicle of even one model, a large number of molds are
required to manufacture parts for constructing the roof
of the vehicle. In addition, in order to construct a roof of
a vehicle of another model, since molds may not be used
in common, another group of different molds is required
to be manufactured.
[0004] Accordingly, manufacturing a roof of a vehicle
according to a different assembly structure for each mod-
el using a large number of parts, as described above, is
inferior in workability.
[0005] The foregoing, described as the related art of
the present invention, is intended merely to aid in the
understanding of the background of the present invention
and is not intended to mean that the present invention
falls within the purview of the related art that is already
known to those skilled in the art.

SUMMARY

[0006] Accordingly, an embodiment of the present in-
vention provides a roof carrier for a vehicle, wherein the
roof carrier enables a roof structure required for a vehicle
to be easily constructed during the production of a new
type of vehicle, while minimizing or not requiring the de-
velopment of new and/or different molds, and is able to
be easily shared with various types of vehicles, thereby
allowing the new type of vehicle to be easily developed,
and is able to be effectively applied to a multi-product
small quantity production method.
[0007] In order to achieve the above embodiment,
there is provided a roof carrier for a vehicle, the roof car-
rier including roof side tubes extendedly provided on op-
posite sides of a vehicle body along a front-rear direction
of the vehicle from opposite sides of a cowl in a front side
of the vehicle to opposite sides of a rear roof rail in a rear
side of the vehicle while providing a closed cross section,
and at least one middle roof rail extendedly provided
along a transverse direction of the vehicle to connect the
roof side tubes on opposite sides between the cowl and
the rear roof rail while providing the closed cross section.
[0008] The at least one middle roof rail may include a
first roof rail provided at a position supporting an upper
end of a front windshield glass.

[0009] The closed cross section of each of the roof side
tubes may be a shape in which a plurality of straight por-
tions are connected to each other in turn by a plurality of
bent portions, thereby providing a single closed curve.
[0010] An embodiment of the present invention may
further include a glass support panel coupled to a section
of the roof side tube from the cowl to the first roof rail to
support the front windshield glass, and a strip support
panel coupled to a lower side of the roof side tube so as
to mount a filler weather strip.
[0011] The closed cross section of the roof side tube
may be integrally provided with a glass support portion
that is able to independently support the front windshield
glass, and the strip support panel may be coupled to the
roof side tube to mount the filler weather strip.
[0012] The cowl may include a cowl upper member
extendedly provided along a transverse direction of the
vehicle in a predetermined closed cross-sectional shape
including at least one closed curve, and a cowl lower
panel coupled to a lower side of the cowl upper member
to partition front and rear sides of the vehicle, at least
some section of the cowl lower panel having a predeter-
mined cross-sectional structure along the transverse di-
rection of the vehicle.
[0013] A glass mounting bracket for mounting the front
windshield glass may be coupled to a front side of the
first roof rail, and a roof mounting bracket for mounting
a roof may be coupled to a rear side of the first roof rail.
[0014] The at least one middle roof rail may include a
second roof rail provided between the first roof rail and
the rear roof rail, and roof mounting brackets for mounting
the roof may be coupled to front and rear sides, respec-
tively, of the second roof rail.
[0015] In order to improve coupling performance of a
sealer, a dent portion may be locally dented downwardly
in a portion coupled to the roof.
[0016] The rear roof rail may be extendedly provided
along the transverse direction of the vehicle while pro-
viding a predetermined closed cross section including at
least one closed curve.
[0017] A roof mounting bracket for mounting the roof
may be coupled to a front of the rear roof rail.
[0018] A tailgate mounting bracket for mounting a tail-
gate may be coupled to a rear of the rear roof rail.
[0019] As described above, during the production of a
new type of vehicle, embodiments of the present inven-
tion may enable a roof structure required for a vehicle to
be easily constructed, while minimizing or not requiring
the development of new and/or different molds, to be
easily shared with various types of vehicles, thereby al-
lowing the new type of vehicle to be easily developed,
and to be effectively applied to a multi-product small
quantity production method.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The above and other objects, features and other
advantages of the present invention will be more clearly
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understood from the following detailed description when
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in
which:

FIG. 1 is a view showing a roof carrier for a vehicle
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken along the line II-II of
FIG. 1 corresponding to an A-pillar portion of the ve-
hicle;

FIG. 3 is a sectional view of a portion corresponding
to FIG. 2 as another embodiment of the present in-
vention;

FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken along the line IV-IV
of a cowl of FIG. 1;

FIG. 5 is a view showing a connection portion be-
tween the cowl and a roof side tube in the V direction
of FIG. 1;

FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along the line VI-VI
of a first roof rail of FIG. 1;

FIG. 7 is a sectional view taken along the line VII-VII
of a second roof rail of FIG. 1;

FIG. 8 is a sectional view taken along the line VIII-
VIII of a rear roof rail of FIG. 1;

FIG. 9 is a view of the rear roof rail of FIG. 1 observed
at the IX direction.

FIG. 10 is a sectional view of a portion corresponding
to FIG. 8 as another embodiment of the present in-
vention;

FIG. 11 is a view illustrating an assembling process
of the roof carrier for the vehicle of FIG. 1;

FIG. 12 is a top view of a structure in which a middle
roof rail of FIG. 1 is connected to the roof side tube;

FIG. 13 is a bottom view of a structure in which the
middle roof rail of FIG. 1 is connected to the roof side
tube; and

FIG. 14 is a view illustrating a side outer panel ca-
pable of being coupled to a side of the roof carrier
for the vehicle of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EM-
BODIMENTS

[0021] Hereinbelow, exemplary embodiments of the
present invention will be described in detail with refer-

ence to the accompanying drawings. Throughout the
drawings, the same reference numerals will refer to the
same or like parts.
[0022] With reference to FIG. 1, a roof carrier 1 for a
vehicle according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention includes roof side tubes 7 extendedly provided
on opposite sides of a vehicle body along a front-rear
direction of the vehicle from opposite sides of a cowl 3
in a front side of the vehicle to opposite sides of a rear
roof rail 5 in a rear side of the vehicle while providing a
closed cross section, and at least one middle roof rail 9
extendedly installed along a transverse direction of the
vehicle to connect the roof side tubes on opposite sides
between the cowl 3 and the rear roof rail 5 while providing
a closed cross section.
[0023] That is, an A-pillar and a roof side member,
which were usually formed as separate parts in a con-
ventional manner, are integrally provided into one part
by the roof side tubes 7, each of which is composed of
a hollow closed cross section. Similarly, a cowl 3, a mid-
dle roof rail 9, and a rear roof rail 5, each having a hollow
closed cross-sectional structure, are coupled to the roof
side tubes 7 in turn from the front to the rear of the vehicle,
whereby the roof carrier 1 constitutes a space frame
structure as shown in FIG. 1.
[0024] At least one middle roof rail 9 includes a first
roof rail 9-1 installed at a position supporting an upper
end of a front windshield glass 11 (see, e.g., FIG. 2).
[0025] That is, the middle roof rail 9 includes the first
roof rail 9-1 but may or may not further include additional
middle roof rails 9 according to a type or model of the
vehicle.
[0026] For reference, in the present embodiment of
FIG. 1, as will be described later, a second roof rail 9-2,
which is an additional middle roof rail 9, is included.
[0027] As illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3, the closed cross
section of each of the roof side tubes 7 is a shape in
which a plurality of straight portions are connected to
each other in turn by a plurality of bent portions, thereby
providing a single closed curve.
[0028] In particular, the closed cross section of each
of the roof side tubes 7 is not provided by joining at least
two panels by welding or the like as in conventional art,
but may be provided by allowing one tube to be shaped
by hydroforming or a hot blow method, thereby forming
the space frame structure.
[0029] The roof side tubes 7 having the structure de-
scribed above may be easily applied to various vehicles
by extending or reducing the roof side tubes 7 in a lon-
gitudinal direction thereof.
[0030] In an embodiment of FIG. 2, a glass support
panel 13 is coupled to each of the roof side tubes 7 pro-
vided as described above to support the front windshield
glass 11. Of course, the glass support panel 13 may be
coupled only to a section of each of the roof side tubes
7 from the cowl 3 to the first roof rail 9-1.
[0031] In addition, a strip support panel 17 is coupled
to the lower side of each of the roof side tubes 7 so as
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to mount a filler weather strip 15.
[0032] In FIG. 2, at an outer side of each of the roof
side tubes 7, a side outer panel 19 as illustrated in FIG.
14 may be coupled, wherein the side outer panel 19 may
be composed of a material such as plastic and the like,
thereby allowing an exterior of the vehicle to be flexibly
provided.
[0033] For reference, in FIG. 2, a front pillar trim 21 is
installed at an inner side of each of the roof side tubes
7, and an airbag 23, wiring 25, and the like may be in-
stalled in a space provided between the front pillar trim
21 and each of the roof side tubes 7.
[0034] On the other hand, in an embodiment of FIG.
3, the closed cross section of each of the roof side tubes
7 is integrally provided with a glass support portion 7-1
that may independently support the front windshield
glass 11.
[0035] Accordingly, different from the embodiment of
FIG. 2 having a structure in which the glass support panel
13 is not provided separately, and only the strip support
panel 17 is coupled to mount the filler weather strip 15,
the embodiment of FIG. 3 may have an assembly process
simplified more than that of the embodiment of FIG. 2.
[0036] With reference to FIGS. 1, 4, and 5, the cowl 3
includes a cowl upper member 3-1 extendedly provided
along a transverse direction of the vehicle in a predeter-
mined closed cross-sectional shape including at least
one closed curve, and a cowl lower panel 3-2 coupled to
a lower side of the cowl upper member 3-1 to partition
front and rear sides of the vehicle, wherein at least some
section of the cowl lower panel has a predetermined
cross-sectional structure along the transverse direction
of the vehicle.
[0037] In the present embodiment, the cowl upper
member 3-1 has a closed cross-sectional shape contain-
ing two closed curves, and the closed cross-sectional
shape as described above simply extends along the
transverse direction of the vehicle. Therefore, the cowl
upper member 3-1 may be easily modified and applied
to various vehicles by changing only the length thereof.
[0038] In addition, the cowl lower panel 3-2 has a pre-
determined cross-sectional structure in a simple panel
shape as shown in FIG. 5 for a remaining section exclud-
ing a vent hole 27 on a left side as shown in FIG. 1.
Therefore, according to the change of the type or the
model of the vehicle, the cowl lower panel 3-2 may also
be easily changed and adapted to correspondingly.
[0039] For reference, as shown in FIG. 5, a cowl cou-
pling bracket 29 is provided at the coupling portion of
each of the roof side tubes 7 and the cowl 3, thereby
allowing matching between each of the roof side tubes
7 and the cowl 3 to be easily accomplished.
[0040] With reference to FIG. 6, a glass mounting
bracket 31 for mounting the front windshield glass 11 is
coupled to the front side of the first roof rail 9-1, and a
roof mounting bracket 33 for mounting a roof is coupled
to the rear side of the first roof rail 9-1.
[0041] As described above, in the embodiment of FIG.

1, at least one middle roof rail 9 may further include a
second roof rail 9-2 installed between the first roof rail
9-1 and the rear roof rail 5.
[0042] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the roof mounting brack-
ets 33 for mounting the roof are coupled to front and rear
sides, respectively, of the second roof rail 9-2.
[0043] The roof mounting bracket 33 is a structure in
which a dent portion 34 is locally dented downwardly in
a portion coupled to the roof in order to improve coupling
performance of a sealer.
[0044] The rear roof rail 5 is extendedly provided along
the transverse direction of the vehicle while providing a
predetermined closed cross section including at least one
closed curve.
[0045] In FIG. 8, in the rear roof rail 5, a predetermined
closed cross section including one closed curve is ex-
tendedly provided along the transverse direction of the
vehicle.
[0046] On the other hand, in an embodiment of FIG.
10, the rear roof rail 5 is a structure in which a predeter-
mined closed cross section including four closed curves
is extendedly provided along the transverse direction of
the vehicle.
[0047] All of the first roof rail 9-1 and the second roof
rail 9-2, forming the middle roof rail 9, and the rear roof
rails 5 are structures where predetermined closed cross
sections are each extendedly provided along the trans-
verse direction of the vehicle. Here, each of the structures
is allowed to be manufactured by roll forming, aluminum
variable extrusion, or the like and easily applied to various
vehicles because length thereof may be easily changed.
[0048] That is, the roof carrier 1 for the vehicle as de-
scribed above adjusts the length of the cowl 3, the middle
roof rail 9, and the rear roof rail 5 in the transverse direc-
tion of the vehicle, and adjusts the length of each of the
roof side tubes 7 in the longitudinal direction of the vehi-
cle, thereby being enabling the roof carrier to be easily
applied to various vehicles and to be easily shared in
various types of vehicles. As a result, the roof carrier 1
may facilitate the development of new vehicles to be per-
formed more easily and to be effectively applied to a mul-
ti-product small quantity production method.
[0049] In addition, as described above, as all the parts
are connected to each other in the form of a tube to form
a space frame structure, the roof carrier for the vehicle
as above may secure a relatively high rigidity while having
a relatively low weight.
[0050] A roof mounting bracket 33 for mounting the
roof is coupled to a front of the rear roof rail 5.
[0051] A tailgate mounting bracket 37 for mounting a
tailgate 35 may be coupled to a rear of the rear roof rail
5 as illustrated in FIGS. 8 to 10.
[0052] However, depending on a vehicle model, rear
windshield glass may be mounted on the rear lower side
of the rear roof rail 5. In this case, a bracket for supporting
the rear windshield glass may be installed at the rear of
the rear roof rail 5.
[0053] FIG 11, which illustrates an assembly process
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of the roof carrier 1 for the vehicle as described above,
explains how the roof carrier 1 for the vehicle is provided.
In order to provide the roof carrier 1, each of the cowl 3,
the first roof rail 9-1, the second roof rail 9-2, and the rear
roof rail is molded and then coupled, by welding or the
like, to the separately molded roof side tubes 7.
[0054] Of course, the roof panel (not shown) is coupled
to a top side of the roof carrier 1 to complete the roof of
the vehicle.
[0055] For reference, FIGS. 12 and 13 show a structure
in which the middle roof rail 9 is coupled to the roof side
tubes 7 by welding, and CO2 welding or laser welding
may be applied therefor.
[0056] Naturally, the rear roof rail 5 may also be cou-
pled to the roof side tubes 7 by the same method as the
middle roof rail 9.
[0057] While the invention has been shown and de-
scribed with respect to particular embodiments, it will be
self-evident for those of ordinary knowledge that the in-
vention may be variously modified and varied without de-
parting from the spirit of the invention provided by the
following claims.

Claims

1. A roof carrier for a vehicle, the roof carrier compris-
ing:

roof side tubes extendedly provided on opposite
sides of a vehicle body along a front-rear direc-
tion of the vehicle from opposite sides of a cowl
in a front side of the vehicle to opposite sides of
a rear roof rail in a rear side of the vehicle while
providing a closed cross section; and
at least one middle roof rail extendedly provided
along a transverse direction of the vehicle to
connect the roof side tubes on opposite sides
between the cowl and the rear roof rail while
providing a closed cross section.

2. The roof carrier of claim 1, wherein the at least one
middle roof rail includes a first roof rail provided at a
position supporting an upper end of a front wind-
shield glass.

3. The roof carrier of claim 1 or 2, wherein the closed
cross section of each of the roof side tubes is a shape
in which a plurality of straight portions are connected
to each other in turn by a plurality of bent portions,
thereby providing a single closed curve.

4. The roof carrier of claim 3, further comprising:

a glass support panel coupled to a section of the
roof side tubes from the cowl to the first roof rail
to support the front windshield glass; and
a strip support panel coupled to a lower side of

the roof side tubes to mount a filler weather strip.

5. The roof carrier of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein:

the closed cross section of the roof side tubes
is integrally provided with a glass support portion
that is able to independently support the front
windshield glass; and
a strip support panel is coupled to the roof side
tubes to mount a filler weather strip.

6. The roof carrier of any one of claims 2 to 5, further
comprising:

a glass mounting bracket coupled to a front side
of the first roof rail, wherein the glass mounting
bracket is configured to mount the front wind-
shield glass; and
a roof mounting bracket coupled to a rear side
of the first roof rail, wherein the roof mounting
bracket is configured to mount a roof.

7. The roof carrier of claim 6, wherein:

the at least one middle roof rail includes a sec-
ond roof rail provided between the first roof rail
and the rear roof rail; and
additional roof mounting brackets configured to
mount the roof are coupled to front and rear
sides, respectively, of the second roof rail.

8. The roof carrier of claim 6 or 7, wherein a dent portion
of the roof mounting bracket is locally dented down-
wardly in a portion coupled to the roof.

9. The roof carrier of any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein
the cowl comprises:

a cowl upper member extendedly provided
along a transverse direction of the vehicle in a
predetermined closed cross-sectional shape in-
cluding at least one closed curve; and
a cowl lower panel coupled to a lower side of
the cowl upper member to partition front and rear
sides of the vehicle, at least some section of the
cowl lower panel having a predetermined cross-
sectional structure along the transverse direc-
tion of the vehicle.

10. The roof carrier of any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein
the rear roof rail is extendedly provided along the
transverse direction of the vehicle while providing a
predetermined closed cross section including at
least one closed curve.

11. The roof carrier of any one of claims 6 to 10, wherein
a roof mounting bracket configured to mount a roof
is coupled to a front of the rear roof rail.
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12. The roof carrier of any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein
a tailgate mounting bracket for mounting a tailgate
is coupled to a rear of the rear roof rail.

13. A vehicle comprising:

a vehicle body having a left side and an opposite
right side;
a cowl at a front end of the vehicle;
a rear roof rail at a rear end of the vehicle;
a first roof side tube extendedly provided on the
left side of the vehicle body along a front-rear
direction of the vehicle from a first side of the
cowl to a first side of the rear roof rail;
a second roof side tube extendedly provided on
the right side of the vehicle body along the front-
rear direction of the vehicle from a second side
of the cowl, opposite the first side of the cowl,
to a second side of the rear roof rail, opposite
the first side of the rear roof rail; and
a middle roof rail extendedly provided along a
transverse direction of the vehicle to connect the
first and second roof side tubes between the
cowl and the rear roof rail.

14. The vehicle of claim 13, further comprising a front
windshield glass, wherein the front windshield glass
is supported by the middle roof rail.

15. The vehicle of claim 13 or 14, further comprising:

a glass support panel coupled to a section of the
first roof side tube from the cowl to the middle
roof rail;
a strip support panel coupled to a lower side of
the first roof side tube; and
a filler weather strip mounted to the strip support
panel.
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